
 

 

 

Listening for Sounds Within Words 

Included in this pack are four sheets of pictures.  Please help your child cut the pictures 

apart.  They are numbered on the back along with the name of the picture.  The cards are 

numbered on the back so you can gather different sets at a time for playing sound games. 

Along with distinguishing rhyme, these cards can be used to play the games described in the 

Phonemic Awareness Read At Home Plan such as “I Spy With Sounds”, “Guess my Word”, 

“Robot Talk”, “One of these Words is Not Like the Others”, “Which one Doesn’t Belong”, and 

“First, Middle and Last Sound Shuffle”. 

To help you play the games, the enclosed rhyming pair cards can be sorted by the 

categories below: 

 
Card numbers with the same BEGINNING SOUND: 

/b/ sound 

17     boat 

35     bee 

38     barn  

46 bed  

47 bell  

63 bug  

 

/t/ sound 

41    truck 

43    tie 

58    top 

 

/d/ sound 

7     dog 

15   drum 

27   dice 

42   duck 

 

/g/ sound 

10    goose 

16    gum 

18    goat 

/m/ sound 

4     mouse 

5     mat 

9     moose 

28   mice 

30   money 

40   mail 

54   moon 

 

/j/ sound 

14    jump 

55    jeep 

 

/s/ sound 

2      star 

12    sun 

13    stump 

20    sock 

31    school 

45    sled 

49    snake 

53    spoon 

57    stop 

59    stair 

/p/ sound 

28    parrot 

32    pool 

44    pie  

61    pig 

 

/r/ sound 

11    run 

51    ring 

64    rug 

/t/ sound 

41    truck 

43    tie 

58    top  

 

/c/ sound 

1      car  

6      cat  

23    can 

26    carrot 

36    key 

50    cake 

52    king 

 

 

Card numbers with the same ENDING SOUND: 
/d/ sound 

33    lizard 

34   wizard 

45   sled 

46   bed 

/k/ sound 

19    lock 

20    sock 

41    truck 

42    duck 

49    snake 

50    cake 

/n/ sound 

11    run 

12    sun 

23    can 

24    fan 

37    yarn 

38    barn 

53    spoon 

54    moon 

/s/ sound 

3     house 

4     mouse 

9     moose 

10   goose 

27   dice 

28   mice 

 

  



 

Card numbers with the same ENDING SOUND continued: 

/g/ sound 

61    pig 

62    wig 

63    bug 

64    rug 

 

/k/ sound 

19    lock 

20    sock 

41    truck 

42    duck 

49    snake 

50    cake 

/l/ sound 

31    school 

32    pool 

39    nail 

40    mail 

47    bell 

48    shell 

 

/m/ sound 

15    drum 

16     gum 

/p/ sound 

13    stump 

14    jump 

55    jeep 

56    sheep 

57    stop 

58    top 

 

/r/ sound 

1      car 

2      star 

59    stair 

60    chair 

/t/ sound 

5     cat 

6     mat 

17   boat 

18   goat 

21   nest 

22   vest 

25   parrot 

26   carrot 

 

Card numbers with the same MIDDLE SOUND: 

 

/a/ sound 

5      cat 

6      mat 

23    can 

24    fan 

 

/e/ sound 

21    nest 

22    vest 

45    sled 

46    bed 

47    bell 

48    shell 

/i/ sound 

33    lizard 

34    wizard 

51    ring 

52    king 

61    pig 

62    wig 

/o/ sound 

19    lock 

20    sock 

57    stop 

58    top 

 

/u/ sound 

11    run 

12    sun 

13    stump 

14    jump 

15    drum 

16    gum 

41    truck 

43    duck 

63    bug 

64    rug 

 

 

Sound of a as in: 
49    snake 

39    nail 

40    mail 

50    cake 

 

r controlled 

vowels 
1     car         

2     star 

25   parrot 

26   carrot 

33   lizard 

34   wizard 

37   yarn 

38   barn 

59   stair 

60   chair 

 

Sound of e as in: 
35    bee 

36    key 

55    jeep 

56    sheep 

 

 

 

 

Sound of i as in: 
27    dice 

28    mice 

43    tie 

44    pie 

 

Sound of o as in: 
25    carrot 

26    parrot 

29    honey 

30    money 

 

 

 

Sound of o as in: 
17    boat 

18    goat 

 

Sound of o as in: 
31  school 

32  pool 

53  spoon 

54  moon 

 

 

 

 


